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ALDI’s Kit for Schools
We are collecting the stickers from ALDI’s to try to win equipment for school. Aldi’s Kit for Schools promotion is
giving 20 primary schools the chance to win £20,000 to kick-start a health legacy for their school. What’s more,
every school who enters by completing their Aldi’s Kit for Schools poster will also receive an exclusive school sports kit!
You can collect a sticker with every £30 spent in store and help to fill up our poster for a chance to win. Please
send all stickers into school with your child so they can be stuck onto the poster!
Thank You
I would like to take this opportunity to thank pupils and parents for the way the new term has started. The pupils
entering school in the morning have been fantastic and they have settled quickly into their classrooms. Just a polite
reminder to please leave the main gate clear once you have dropped your child off at school. This allows other
children to easily access the playground.
Coffee Morning
We will be holding a coffee morning for parents on Wednesday 18 th September at 9:15am in the infant hall. The
coffee morning is an opportunity for parents to come into school to talk about matters which are important to them
in an informal and relaxed way. It is hoped that the coffee morning will run every Wednesday with the ultimate
aim of parents running the morning themselves in the future. In the first instance, a small team of school staff
will be on hand to run the event. I very much hope that you will be able to join us for a coffee, cake and a chat!
Attendance Matters
The number of pupils arriving late for school has fallen significantly and I would like to express my thanks to
parents for your support with this. Mr Hampshire is monitoring pupils who arrive at school late and will be
arranging meetings with parents of pupils who are consistently late. Please continue to make every effort to ensure
that pupils arrive promptly for school in the morning. We have already seen a 50% decrease on the number of
pupils arriving late for school compared with the same time last year!
Dinners
Just a polite reminder that the cost of school dinners is £2.10 per day. Please could all dinner money be sent into
school on a Monday in an envelope clearly marked with your child’s name and class.
Lost Uniform
As I’m sure you can imagine, in such a large school we have a number of items of uniform that get misplaced by
pupils. I ask that parents label uniform with your child’s name so that lost items can be easily returned to pupils.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Butties & Blocks
Due to unforeseen circumstances we need to postpone the first Butties & Blocks session of the year until October.
Further information will be sent home in the near future with the dates for the Butties & Blocks club for the school
year.
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